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Abstract. We prove a lemma which reduces much of the invariant theory

of torus representations to the theory of faithful stable torus representations

(Lemma 2). Using this reduction we obtain a structure theorem (Theorem 1) for

equidimensional representations of tori. This theorem shows that the weights of

an equidimensional torus representation are arranged in a very special manner

within the lattice of characters. Understanding this arrangement allows us to

prove that equidimensional representations of tori must be cofree (the Popov

conjecture for tori).

Introduction

Let G be a complex reductive algebraic group and V a G-module. Denote

by C[V] the ring of polynomial functions on V. If {xi , ... , x„} is a basis

for V*, the dual of V, then C[V] is just the polynomial ring C[*i, ... , x„].
The action of G on F induces an action of G on C[V] given by (g'f)(v) —

f(g'xv) for / G C[V], g £G, and v £ V. The elements of C[V] which are
fixed by G form a subring, called the ring of G-invariants and denoted C[F]G.

The ring of invariants of a reductive group is finitely generated and so is the

coordinate ring of an affine variety. This variety is called the quotient of V by
G and denoted by V//G. Dual to the inclusion of rings C[F]G «-+ C[V] we
have a morphism of affine varieties, the quotient morphism, ity ,g '■ V -* V//G.

We are interested in three properties of representations: coregularity, equidi-

mensionality, and cofreeness. If C[F]G is a regular ring then (V, G) is said

to be coregular. A representation ( V, G) is called equidimensional if all the

fibres of ny ,g have the same dimension. If C[V] is a free C[F]G-module then

( V, G) is cofree. A representation is cofree if and only if it is both coregular

and equidimensional [11].

The Popov conjecture is that if G is connected then every equidimensional

representation of G is also cofree. We prove that the conjecture is valid if G

is a torus and give a complete description of the torus representations to which

it applies in terms of their weights.
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Preliminaries

We begin with some standard results. Proofs for these results may be found

in [5]. Let G be a complex reductive algebraic group. We will use (V, G) to

denote a complex representation of G with representation space V.

The quotient morphism, 7Ti/,g '■ V -* V//G, gives a bijection between the

points of V//G and the closed G-orbits in V. Notice that if {/,...,//} is a

generating set for C[F]G , then nv¡G can be realized as Tiv,G = C/i > •• • > fd) '■

V -» Cd D V//G where V//G S Image of nv,G .
An important property of the invariants is that they suffice to separate closed

C-stable subsets of V. That is, if Vx and V2 are disjoint closed nonempty

G-stable subsets of V, then there exists Vi £ Vx and v2£V2 with 7Ti/,g(^i) ^

ny,o(v2)-
The N grading on C[V] by total polynomial degree is preserved by the action

of G. Hence C[V]G is also N-graded. From this it follows that (V, G) is
coregular if and only if C[F]G is a polynomial ring. Hence (V, G) is coregular

if and only if V//G is affine space Cd .
Next we derive an important characterization of equidimensionality. The

quotient, V//G, always contains a dense open subset A such that dim 7tyXG(Ç) =

dim V - dim V//G V£ G A . Moreover every component of every fibre of 7Tk,g

has dimension at least dim V - dim V//G. Conversely, it is well known that

dimF° > dim7tyXG(Ç) V£ G V//G where Vo := n-\G(nv,G(0)), is the null

cone or null fibre. Therefore

(V, G) is equidimensional   <=^> dim V° = dim V - dim V//G

«=> dim Va < dim V - dim V//G .

In 1976, V. Kac, V. Popov, and E. Vinberg classified the coregular irreducible

representations of connected simple groups [4]. In [8], Popov observed that

these representations are precisely the cofree irreducible representations of con-

nected simple groups. This led Popov to make the conjecture that every equidi-

mensional representation of a connected semisimple group is also cofree.

There are many equidimensional representations of nonconnected semisim-

ple groups (for example finite groups) which are not coregular. However the

necessity of semisimpleness as a hypothesis in the conjecture is not so clear and

in 1980, V. Kac extended the Popov conjecture by conjecturing that for any

connected complex algebraic group whatsoever, every equidimensional repre-

sentation is cofree [3]. We know of no counterexamples to even this extended

version of the Popov conjecture.
G. Schwarz listed the coregular representations of connected simple groups

in 1978 [9]. That same year, Schwarz also listed the cofree representations of

connected simple groups [10]. These lists show that there are many reducible

coregular representations of connected simple groups which are not equidimen-

sional. In 1979, O. Adamovich and E. Golovina also classified the coregu-

lar representations of connected simple groups [2]. Using methods from his

two classifications, Schwarz verified the Popov conjecture for connected simple

groups (unpublished). Independently, Adamovich also verified the conjecture

for these groups [1].
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P. Littelmann listed, in 1987 (up to the equivalence relation known as

castling), for connected semisimple groups, the cofree, coregular, and equidi-

mensional representations which are irreducible [6]. These lists show that the

Popov conjecture is true for irreducible representations of connected semi-
simple groups.

The current author has listed the equidimensional representations of a large

class of the connected 2-simple groups [13]. Again this list verifies the conjecture
for these groups.

The proofs that the conjecture is valid for these special cases all involve
explicitly listing all the relevant representations which are either coregular or

equidimensional. Once these classifications have been done it is seen that all

the equidimensional representations of the given type are also coregular. In

contrast to these other proofs we will give a direct proof that the conjecture is

valid for torus representations.

We still require one more definition and one important result. A represen-

tation (V, G) is stable if the union of the closed G-orbits in V contains an

open dense subset of V.

One of the most important methods for determining whether an orbit is

closed is the

Hilbert-Mumford criterion. If y £ G • x, then there exits a one parameter sub-

group X : C* -> G and an element g £ G such that

limX(t) • x = g • y   (in the classical topology).

Torus representations

Now we take G = T ä (C)r a torus of dimension r. Let X*(T)^U,

be the lattice of characters of T. Given ( V, T), a representation of T, we

may choose a basis {vi, ... , vn} of V consisting of weight vectors. Let v¡ be

the weight of v¡.  Let {x\.xn) be the corresponding dual basis of V*.
Then each x¡ is a semiinvariant of weight p¡ := -v¡. Moreover, there are

minimal generating sets for C[F]r of the form {mi, ... , ms} where the m,

are (nonconstant) monomials in the x¿. It is the existence of these minimal

generating sets consisting of monomials that makes the invariant theory of torus
representations accessible.

Whenever we have a torus representation (V, T), we will use v¡ to denote

elements of such a basis of T-weight vectors, x, to denote the corresponding

dual semiinvariants, and p¡ = —v¡ to denote the weight of x¡. Furthermore,

whenever we choose generating sets {m¡, ... , ms} for C[F]r, we will suppose

that the m¡ are (nonconstant) monomials in the x¡.

A proof of the following lemma may be found in [12, §2.5].

Lemma 1. // T is a torus and X* ( T) = Mx ® M2, then T =TxxT2 where

Ti = f]xeM2 tevx. T2 = f)x€Mi ker*, and X*(T¡) = M¡ for i =1,2.

Now we prove a lemma which allows us to reduce to stable faithful represen-

tations.

Lemma 2. Let (V, T) be a representation of a torus. Let {v{, ... , vn} be

a basis for V and {m\,..., m,} a generating set for C[V]T.  Suppose that
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{vi, ... , vk} = { v¡ | 3 j with x¡ dividing m, }, define V := spanc{?;i, ... , vk}

and N := spanc{v*+1, ... ,vn}. Set H := ker(T -» GL(V')) and T' := T/H.
Then

(1) C[V']r =C[V]T.

(2) C[N]T = C.
(3) (V, T') is a faithful stable torus representation.

(4) nytT(v' + n) = ityitT>(v') forall v'£V', n£N.
(5) (V',T) is stable  <=»   V=V.
(6) (V, T) is cofree (respectively coregular, equidimensional)

<*=>•   (V, T') is cofree (respectively coregular, equidimensional).

Proof. Both (1) and (2) are clear.
For (3), (V, V) is faithful by definition of T. To see that (V, V) is

stable let B := {v' = (v[, ... , v'k) £ V'\ v'¡ ¿ 0 for i = 1, ... , k } . Then B
is an open subset of V and we will now show that all v' g B lie on closed

r'-orbits. Let X : C* —> T be a nonconstant one parameter subgroup. Suppose

Xi has weight a¡ g X*(X(C*)) = Z. Since X is not constant and (V, V) is

faithful, there exists in such that a,0 ^ 0. By hypothesis, there exists jo such

that x¡0 divides mja. Since mjo has weight 0 there exists z'i , such that jc/,

divides m;o, a,-, / 0, and a¡0 and a,-, have different sign. But then v¡0 ̂  0

and vix ̂  0 implies that

\imX(t) • v' = lim(ía'í;¡, ... , ta-ov'io, ... , i°'i«/,,..., ra"<)

does not exist. Hence by the Hilbert-Mumford criterion, T • v' = V • v' is

closed.
Since we have nyy j = (mi, ... , ms) :V—*V//T,(4)is clear.

To prove (5) consider v' £ B . By the proof of (3), T • v' = V • v' is a closed

orbit in V , hence T - v' is also closed in V . Now the invariants separate

closed orbits and thus T • (v' + n) cannot be closed if n ^ 0. Therefore

{v' + n \ v' £ B and 0 ¿ n £ N}

consists only of nonclosed orbits.

To prove (6) we apply (1) to see that (V, T) is coregular iff if (V, V) is

coregular. By the proof of (5), iiyXT(nytr(v', ")) = ^ t,(jîv,v(v')) x N

and thus (V, T) is equidimensional if and only if (V, T) is equidimen-

sional.   D

Remark 1.

(V, T) is faithful   «=> spanz{^!,... ,v„} = X*(T)

-<=> spanz{pi, ... , pn} = X*(T).

Remark 2. We may write V as a disjoint union of closed T'-stable sets:

V = \_\ T'-v'   [J  (V'\B) .
v'eB

Since 7tK',r separates closed T'-stable subsets, this decomposition shows that

nyh T,(7iy>,r(v')) = V • v' W £ B . Now since (V, V) is faithful we see that
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dim V • v' = dim T' W G B. Thus, almost all fibres of ny> j p have dimension

equal to dim T . Therefore dim V//T' = dim V - dim V '.

Equidimensional representations

Theorem 1 (Structure theorem for equidimensional torus representations). If

( V, T) is a faithful, stable, equidimensional torus representation with dim V =

n and dimT = r, then (V, T) = (V{, T\) © •• • © (Vn-r, Tn-r) where V =

Vi © • • • © Vn-r, T = Ti x ■■■ x Tn-r, and ( V¡, T¡) is a faithful, stable, cofree
torus representation with dimVjffTj = 1 for j = 1, ... , n - r. Moreover the

weights of each of the Vj are arranged within X*(Tj) = z(dimF,_^ in such a

manner that they are linearly dependent over N, but any dim Vj — I of them

form a basis for X*(T¡)"® Q.

Proof. Let {xi, ... , xn} be a basis of V* and let {mi, ... , md} be a minimal

generating set for C[V]T. By Remark 2, dim V//T = dim V - dim T = n - r.
We say that the set  {x¡¡, ... , x¡k}  satisfies property * if for all j with

1 < 7 < d there exists a p with 1 < p < k such that x(i, divides m¡. Note
that

^° = U       U       H(ii,...,ik)
k   {xtl,...,x¡k}

satisfies *

where H(i\, ... , ik) is the n - k dimensional T-stable subspace of V de-

fined by H(ii, ... ,ik) := {(vi, ... ,vn) £ V \ vh = ■ ■ ■ = vik = 0} . Thus

codim Vo = /c0 := min{ k\ 3 {xii, ... , x¡k} satisfying *}. Hence (V, T) is

equidimensional if and only if ko = dim V//T = n - r.

Now (V, T) is faithful implies that spanz{^j, ... , pn} = X*(T) £ U.
Reordering we may suppose that {pn-r+\, ■■■ , Pn} isa Q-basisfor Zr®Q. Any

monomial m = xf'.xf* £ C[V]T gives a relation: a,-,jM>, H-r-a¡kpik = 0 in

Zr. Since {/i„_r+i, ... , /¿„} is linearly independent, there can be no monomial

m £ C[F]r involving only x„_r+i, ... , x„ . Equivalently, every monomial

m £ C[V]T involves at least one of X\,..., x„_r. Therefore, {xi, ... , x„-r}

satisfies *.
Now ( V, T) is equidimensional implies ko = n - r from which it follows

that no proper subset of {x\,..., x„-r} satisfies property *. This implies that

for all i with \ <i <n-r, there exists a j such that x¡ divides m;.

Fix j < n - r and suppose that W\,... ,wq are precisely those m¡ in

which Xj appears. If each of Wi, ... , wq is also divisible by at least one

of Xi, ... ,x], ... , x„-r, then {xi, ... ,x], ... , x„-r} would satisfy prop-

erty *. Hence at least one of Wi, ... ,wg is divisible by Xj but not by any

of {xi, ... ,x], ... , xn-r} ■ Thus reordering the m¡ we may assume that x¡

divides m¡ for 1 < i, j < n — r if and only if i = j. Therefore we may write:

m     _   Ya¡     ai,n-r+l vfll,n
m\ — A¡ Jín_r+i    .A„

m       _   Y-Û2 va2'"-r+1 v-02-"
'"2 — -*2 A«-r+l     .A«

• «

yy. _   Y^n — r Y.Gn — r,n — r+] v^n —r,n

''tn-r — -X-n-r *n-r+l .A"

where ai, ... , an-r > 1 and ajj >0 for 1 <7 < « — r and « + r- 1 < i < n .
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This gives the following relations in X*(T) = U :

a\ • P\ +ai,n-r+l 'Pn-r+l + "   + Ö1,B • Mn = 0

Ü2-P2 + a2,n-r+l ' Pn-r+l + ■ • ' + «2.« ' Pn = 0

(¡■n-r ' Pn-r + dn-r,n-r+\ ' Pn-r+l H-1" an-r,n ' Pn = 0

Define Lj := {W-r+ 1 < í < n \ &},¡ / 0}U{;"} for 1 < y <n-r. Then
i G L, <*=>• x, divides m¡ for 1 < /•< n, I < j < n - r.

Lemma 3. If \ <uj¿v <n — r, then Lu n Lv = 0.

Proof. Assume 1 <u^v < n-r and w £ LunLv . Clearly n + r-l <w < n.

Set H :- spanQ{/i„_r+i, ... ,pjj,, ... , p„} , a hyperplane in II ® Q. Then
»)„ yields the relation

(1) au-pu + au<w • pw = 0   (mod//)

where a„ > 1 and au t w > 1 since w £ Lu. Similarly, mv yields

(2) Ov 'Pv+Ov.w'Pw = 0   (mod//)

where a„ > 1 and aVtW> 1 since meL,.
Now ko — n-r implies that {xi, ... , xj,, ... , xv , ... , xn-r, xw} does not

satisfy property •. Thus there is a monomial m £ {mi, ... , md} of the form

m = xl • x* • xbn"Sr++i  .xbn" with bw = 0,  a > 0, and b > 0.  Hence m

yields the relation

(3) a- pu + b • pv = 0   (mod //)

where a > 0 ; è > 0. From Equation ( 1 ) we see that pu and /zw lie on opposite

sides of the hyperplane H. Similarly Equation (2) shows that pv and pw lie

on opposite sides of H. Hence pu and pv lie on the same side of H and

thus, in Equation (3), we must have a = b = 0. Hence m = xb"S/++il.x„".

Therefore bn-r+\ • Pn-r+i + ■ ■ • + b„ • p„ = 0. But {pn-r+i, ... , p„\ is linearly

independent and thus bn-r+i = ■■■ = b„ = 0. Thus m = 1 G {mi, ... , md},
and this contradiction proves the lemma.

Set Mj :— spanz{/i, | / G L, }. Since m; has weight zero, we have a relation

among the elements of {/*,- | i £ L¡}. Hence rank M, < #(LV) - 1. Since

(V, T) is faithful, we have X*(T) = spanz{/¿i, ... , pn} = Mi -\-hM„-r.
Now

n—r

r = rank X*(T) = rank (Mi + • • • + Mn-r) < Y^ rank Mj

j=i

<J2(#(Lj)-\) = n-(n-r) = r.
>=i

Hence rank Mj = #(L;)-1 for j = 1,..., n-r and JT*(T) = Mx ©• • ©M„_r.
Define

F, := spanc{ v¡ \ i £ Lj } and T¡ :=   p|  ker* .

Then T = Tx x ■ ■ ■ x Tn-r and X*(Tf) = Af, by Lemma 1.
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The monomial mj provides a linear relation over N among the weights of

Vj . However, since x, divides mj for every i g Lj , each weight of Vj occurs

in this relation and thus any dim Vj — 1 of them are linearly independent over

Q. Furthermore, (Vj, Tf) is stable by Lemma 2 since mj £ C[Vj]T>. Since

7), acts trivially on V¡2, if ji ^ j2 and (V, T) is faithful, (Vj, T¡) must be
faithful for all j. Thus dim Vjjj/Tj = dim Vj - dim 7) = dim Vj - rank Mj = 1.
From this it easily follows that (Vj, Tj) is equidimensional and coregular and

so cofree.    D

Remark 3. The above theorem combined with Lemma 2 gives a complete de-

scription of equidimensional torus representations in terms of their weights.

The Popov conjecture

Theorem 2 (The Popov conjecture for tori). Let (V, T) be an equidimensional

torus representation. Then (V, T) is cofree.

Proof. By Lemma 2 we may assume that ( V, T) is faithful and stable. Hence

Theorem 1 applies and (V, T) decomposes as (V, T) = (Vi, Ti) © • ■• ©

(Vn-r, Tn-r) with each (Vj, Tj) cofree. Therefore (V, T) is coregular and

equidimensional and so also cofree.   D
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